
Taxidermy Competition

RULES AND REGULATIONS: -



 Taxidermy is the preserving of an animal’s body via mounting (over
an armature) or stuffing, for the purpose of display or study.

 Registered members will participate in the competition
 The Competition is open for all degree programs

 The event is composed of 2 stages: Seminar + Preliminary round and
finale round in the spring festival.

 Each team is composed of 3 participants only and their registration
numbers will be allotted at the registration desk

 In preliminary round a short quiz will be conducted after the seminar
on taxidermy and the registered teams has to attend the whole
round otherwise that team will be disqualified.

 Total of 10 teams will be selected for the finale round in the spring
festival , all material used will be the responsibility of Participants



 In Finale round 
 Every team has to stuff the specimen within the deadline of

45 minutes.
 1 hour will be allotted to every team members for the

completion of specimen.
 In case of any discrepancy, the organizing committee has

the rights to disqualify the team.
 Decision of the judges will be considered as final.
 Winners will be awarded with the shields.

JUDGEMENT CRITERIA:-
 PRESISION: How much the specimen is precise or

accurate? For example you are stuffing a bird and main
goal is to stuff a bird into its shape not molding into other
shape. Bird should be stuffed as a bird. It carries 10 marks

 CLEANLINESS: After the stuffing not only your specimen
should be clean but also the place (desk) where you have
done taxidermy. The discarded organs or parts of
specimen should not be present on the area where you
perform Taxidermy. It carries 10 marks

 DECORATION: It carries 10 marks too.
 DURABILITY: How much your stuffed specimen is

durable or stand. Is it remains closed or gets opened?
Is it stands for a long time or collapsed? It carries 10
marks.

 TIME: Our organizer members will also judging the time
of participating participants whether they completed
their specimen and decorate the area on time or not? It
carries 10 marks.








JUDGEMENT SCORE SHEET of TAXIDERMY COMPETITION

Sr. # GROUP Team Precision/Accuracy Cleanliness Decoration Durability Time of TOTAL
No. Leader

(10) (10) (10 (10)
completion

= 50Name
(10)


The judgment criteria may be changed but it will be informed/reported before the main
event.




